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Abstract
MetaMap\(^1\) is a widely available program providing access to the concepts in the UMLS\(^\circledR\) Metathesaurus\(^6\) from biomedical text. MetaMap arose in the context of an effort to improve biomedical text retrieval, specifically retrieval of MEDLINE\(^\circledR\)/PubMed\(^\circledR\) citations.\(^2,3\) It provided a link between the text of biomedical literature and the knowledge, including synonym relations, embedded in the Metathesaurus. Early MetaMap development was guided by linguistic principles which provided both a rigorous foundation and a flexible architecture. After some experience with MetaMap, it became clear that it could be applied to tasks other than retrieval, including text mining,\(^4\) classification, question answering,\(^5\) knowledge discovery,\(^6\) and concept-based indexing.\(^7\)

USES OF METAMAP
MetaMap has been used by NLM researchers and outside users since 1994 and is currently available via web access, a downloadable Java implementation (MMTx), an Application Programming Interface (API), and most recently, a downloadable version of the complete Prolog implementation of MetaMap itself. At NLM, MetaMap has analyzed the equivalent of the entire MEDLINE corpus (titles/abstracts) many times over. Batch MetaMap\(^8\) can analyze several thousand typical citations per hour.

RESEARCH-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
Virtually all MetaMap development has been driven by issues arising naturally from research efforts. Some of these issues are theoretically substantial and deep; others are practical and straightforward. They include tokenization issues, output formats, issues relating to text genre or application task, and algorithm tuning.

CONCLUSION
MetaMap has evolved significantly with regard to function, implementation and distribution vehicles since its inception in the mid 1990s, and it is currently used by many groups in the biomedical informatics community. Some of the near-term plans for further MetaMap development include

- adding chemical name recognition to MetaMap’s higher-order tokenization capabilities; and
- enhancing MetaMap’s WSD accuracy by adding more WSD algorithms and basing final ambiguity resolution on a voting mechanism.
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